'54 AIRSTREAM
THE WANDERER

The WANDERER is the travel trailer for two. Ideal for rough, back-country travel, off the beaten track, where others rarely venture. Extremely light weight, sturdy and tough, it will go anywhere a jeep can tow it. Truly the world's finest small travel trailer it has been road tested all over the world.

In addition to the famous all aluminum, all riveted, lifetime Airstream construction, a brand new interior arrangement has been designed that provides amazing roominess and better livability. For the first time we are able to offer a toilet* and twin beds in a trailer of this size. Galley and toilet up forward provides greater living room space. A 49-inch cross-bed instead of twin beds will allow additional floor space, an extra drawer, larger wardrobe and addition of drop leaf table over wheel housing. This new different interior is proving tremendously popular. BE SURE TO SEE IT.

* Optional at extra cost.
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